Debtor Management
Credit Period

Credit Policy
Cash Discount Policy

Aspects of Debtors
Management

Credit Analysis

Credit Collection

“Even if it takes one extra attempt,
do quality studies. Because repairing
a poor building is much more costlier
than making more efforts while
making it for first time” TM
Change in Contribution

Change in Cost of funds blocked in debtors (Interest)

Change in Bad Debts

Factors
determining
Credit Period

Change in Collection expenses

Industry Trend

Competitors’ policy

Elasticity of demand

Keep in mind that:
1)
Increase in contribution is a plus point and decrease in contribution is a minus point
2)
Increase in Interest, Bad Debts & collection expenses is minus point and vice versa.
3)
Calculate debtors on cost of sales (variable cost + Fixed cost).
4)
If fixed cost is not given in the question assume it to be zero.
5)
If fixed cost per unit is given then multiply it by number of units at which it is given.
6)
If no information of cost is given then calculate debtors on sales.
7)
Bad Debts should be calculated on sales. (If you calculate bad debts on cost of sales then take
contribution on realized credit sales and not on total credit sales. Final answer will remain same.
Therefore it is better to calculate bad debts on sales.)
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For Remaining Pages of Debtors Management Concept
Sheet and Concept Sheets of all other chapter of CA Inter
FM (new/old syllabus)
on your android phone
Install “fmbytm” from play store.

FEATURES OF THE “FMBYTM” ANDROID APP
1. Free: Notes, solved questions of past exams,
Concept Summary Sheets, Revision audios
2. Paid: Full syllabus videos (CA Final QT videos
are free), Crash batch videos
3. Courses offers:- Currently: CA Final SFM, CA
Final QT, CA Inter FM, CA Inter BLCL, Coming
Soon: CFA Level1, 2,3 and NCFM modules,
Current Affairs.
4. All the contents are high of high quality.
Developed and delivered by Central India’s well
known faculty Tarun Mahajan CA, CFA.
5. All the contents of the app can be played in
app only and are non-transferable.

